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processes, is rather meagre. The strong predominance of
his own ideas does not favour an acceptance of the ideas
or ideals of others. The intense inner elaboration of the
complexes gives them a pronounced individual character.
" The feeling-life is frequently unserviceable socially, but
is always individual" (p. 65).
This statement of the author must be submitted to
searching criticism, for it contains a problem which, in
my experience, always gives occasion for the greatest
misunderstandings between the types. The introverted
intellectual, whom Gross clearly has here in mind, though
outwardly showing as little feeling as possible, manifests
logically correct views and actions, not least because in
the first place he has a natural distaste for any parade
of feeling, and secondly because he is fearful lest by
incorrect behaviour he should excite disturbing stimuli
i.e. the affects of his fellow-men. He is fearful of dis-
agreeable affects in others, because he credits others with
his own sensitiveness; furthermore, he has always been
distressed by the quickness and apparent fitfulness of
the extravert. He represses his feeling; hence in his
inner depths it occasionally swells to passion, when only
too clearly he perceives it. His tormenting emotions are
well known to him. He compares them with the feelings
shown by others, principally, of course, with those of the
extraverted feeling type, and he finds that his " feelings "
are quite different from those of other men. Hence he
embraces the idea that his " feelings " (or, more correctly,
emotions) are unique, i.e. individual.
It is natural that they should differ from the feelings
of the extraverted feeling type-, since the latter are a
differentiated instrument of adaptation, and are wanting,
therefore in the "genuine passionateness " which char-
acterizes the deeper feelings of the introverted thinking
type. But passion, as an elemental, instinctive force,

